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Honors in Major

Deena Ainsworth, Social Science
Christina Alonso, Anthropology
Shannon Anthony, Psychology
Jordan Ash, Economics
William Barone, Psychology
Brittany Beyerlein, Psychology
Jessica Damron, Social Work
Amanda Drum, Social Science
Denise Erb, Psychology
Samantha Frye, Psychology
Rebecca Gabriel, Psychology
Samuel H. Garrow, Sociology
Jenner Gwinup, International Economics
Amanda Hoye, Social Work
Brady Kennedy, Geography & Planning
Eve Klescewski, Child Development
Aika Konno, Sociology
Adelaide Kreamer, Psychology
Debbie Magreehan, Psychology
Andrew McKay, Economics
Marisa Medal, Child Development
Shannon Pagel, Anthropology
Desiree Papendick, Social Work
Caitlin Sanders, Child Development
Airiel Scotti, Anthropology
Claire Short, Anthropology
Kaci Smith, Psychology
Brian Spitzer, Child Development
Alice Stark, Psychology
Erik Sunderbruch, Environmental Economics
Maria Talpas, Economics
Matthew Tyrrell, Economics
Nathaniel Williams, Psychology
Jeffrey Yarch, Psychology
Dariya Yudina, Psychology
Jessica Zotz, Environmental Economics

**Honors in General Education**

Christina Alonso, Anthropology
Katie Brown, Political Science
Sara Haskell, Political Science
Sarah Johnson, Psychology
Adelaide Kreamer, Psychology
Marcelyn Perkins, Social Science
Airiel Scotti, Anthropology
Monica Willian, Political Science

**Valene Smith Outstanding BSS Student Award**

Samuel H. Garrow
Anthropology

Outstanding Undergraduate Research Project in Anthropology
Christina Alonso
Adam McFarlin
Claire Short

Outstanding Contribution in Anthropology
Jordan Bauman
Nicole Geske
Lori Mankin
Airiel Scotti

Anthropology Outstanding Student Award of 2010
Shannon Pagel

Child Development

Child Development Academic Achievement Award
Laurel Uenaka

Outstanding Teacher Inquiry Investigation in Child Development
Eve Klescewski
Tiffany Parrish
Amy Parshall

Child Development Exemplary Research Paper
Kathryn Ingraham
Kelli Johnson

Outstanding Child Development Student Leader
Elizabeth Cundiff

Child Development Outstanding Student of 2010
Caitlin Sanders
Economics

Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award
   Samuel Dreyfuss

John Smale Award for Outstanding Economic Achievement
   Jenner Gwinup

Francis Award
   Lingfei Ni

Outstanding Environmental Economics Student
   Jessica Zotz

Outstanding International Economics Student
   Chad Brackett

Department of Economics Service Award
   Jessica Zotz
   Andrew Sondag

Department of Economics Academic Achievement Award
   Matthew Tyrrell

Economics Outstanding Student Award of 2010
   Jenner Gwinup

Geography & Planning

Geography & Planning Outstanding Student Award of 2010
   Caleb Weeks

Health & Community Services

Academic Achievement in Health Education
   Kathryn Ball

Academic Achievement in Health Services Administration
   Holly Herrick

Outstanding Health Education Graduate
   Kathryn Ball
Outstanding Health Services Administration Graduate
   Megan Spooner

Outstanding Leadership in Health Education
   Erin Bagby

Outstanding Leadership in Health Services Administration
   Megan Spooner
   Lindsey Langdon

Outstanding Youth Leadership
   Sara Schievelbein

Outstanding Student in Gerontology
   Allison Kennedy

Political Science

Advocacy Award
   Ashley Giammona

Public Law Community Service Award
   Cristina Alcocer
   Jill Menius

Graduation with Distinction in Political Science
   Matthew Starr

Graduation with Distinction in Political Science: Legal Studies Option
   Krystal Ibarra

Graduation with Highest Distinction in Political Science:
   Legal Studies Option
   Suni Alexander

Graduation with Distinction in Criminal Justice
   Kelly Bailey
   June Gentry
   Evdokia Sawada
   Jessica Wilson

Graduation with Highest Distinction in Criminal Justice
   Gregory Black

Graduation with Highest Distinction in International Relations
Ashley Connell  
Jillian Zarifis  
Graduation with Distinction in Public Administration  
Christina Miller  
Political Science Outstanding Student Award of 2010  
Gregory Black  
Jillian Zarifis

**Psychology**

Psychology Outstanding Student Award of 2010  
Sofie Burton

**Social Science**

Online Social Science Outstanding Student Award of 2010  
Peter Gohler  
Social Science Outstanding Student Award of 2010  
Deena Ainsworth

**Social Work**

Glenn Kendall Public Service  
Sharon Darsey  
Social Work Outstanding Student of 2010-BSW  
Sharon Darsey  
Social Work Outstanding Students of 2010-MSW  
Kristin Worman

**Sociology**

Robert P. Rankin Award  
Laura Hall  
W.E.B. duBois Award  
Briana Beaver  
Alisha Jacobsen
Dolores Eileen Pierce

**Educational Enhancement Award**

Latricia M. Sutton

**Exceptional Academic Achievement Award**

Samuel H. Garrow

Ajika Konno

**Sociology Outstanding Student Award of 2010**

Samuel H. Garrow

**HONORS**

**Summa Cum Laude Medallions (Top 1%)**

Ashley Connell, Political Science-International Relations

Suzanna DiBenedetto, Political Science

Kara DiBiasio, Political Science-Legal Studies

Jenner Gwinup, International Economics

Sara Haskell, Political Science-International Relations

Marcie Holmes, Health & Community Services

Cynthia Horwitz, Social Science

Sharon Nealey, Psychology

Zachary Reed, Political Science-International Relations

Michelle White, Psychology

Nathaniel Williams, Psychology

**Magna Cum Laude Medallions (Top 3%)**

Kathryn Ball, Health & Community Services

Chad Brackett, International Economics

Chad Brackett, Political Science-International Relations

Lauren Elliott, Psychology

Erin Feulner, Psychology

Alexandrea Herring, Economics

Adelaide Kreamer, Psychology

Pamela Meeks, Social Science

Heather Muller, Social Work
Katharine Osterman, Social Science
Shannon Pagel, Anthropology
Joshua Pettigrew, Political Science-Public Admin.
Kaci Smith, Psychology
Jeremy Snook, Social Science
Erika Straub, Psychology
Laurel Uenaka, Child Development
Mindy Williams, Psychology

Cum Laude Medallions (Top 5%)

Shannon Anthony, Psychology
Gregory Black, Political Science-Criminal Justice
Jennifer Cole, Psychology
Erin Dacayanan, Political Science-Legal Studies
Nicole Epps, Social Work
Samuel H. Garrow, Sociology
Nicole Geske, Anthropology
Jesalyn Hicks, Political Science-Criminal Justice
Aika Konno, Sociology
Yessica Lupica, Psychology
Jennifer Olsen, Psychology
Lacey Saborido, Political Science-International Relations
Claire Short, Anthropology
Randi Tallman, Child Development
Randi Tallman, Psychology
Lada Thao, Political Science-International Relations
Emilia Williams, Psychology
Thai Xiong, Social Work
Thank You Class of 2010
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